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Jackson and Attila have been lovers for
years; not an easy task when Jackson is 25
and Attila, an immortal and eternally
youthful vampire, is several thousand years
old. When Jackson begins to get restless
about their relationship, Attila is faced with
a decision hes never had before. Should he
turn
Jackson
and
keep
him
forever?-----EXCERPT:Jackson was in the
bedroom now, taking off his clothes, eager
to feel the cool air on his bare skin.
Turning around to throw his shirt into the
open closet, he saw an angry Attila in the
doorway, staring intently at him. Attila
smiled thinly at the half-naked man in front
of him, admiring his muscular chest and
shoulders. Jackson spent his regular time in
the gym wisely, a dedication that
impressed even Attila, whod seen
everything before. The sight of the exposed
mortal, coupled with Attilas already
angered state threw the vampire into a
frenzy, dashing toward Jackson, who stood
there resolutely, knowing that his mate
wouldnt hurt him...much. Attila refrained
from doing damage to him, but his hands
on Jacksons skin were rough and
seemingly without regard to pleasure.
Attila used his sharp nails to cut away
Jacksons pants, leaving the man wearing
nothing but thin briefs. Satisfied that no
more would get in his way of enjoying his
mate, Attila, with strength unsurpassed by
the strongest of normal men, lightly picked
Jackson up and threw him across the room
to the bed. Before Jackson could sit up,
Attila was upon him, kissing him with a
tenderness that was uncharacteristic for the
mood he was in. Jackson, for his part,
melted into his embrace, and wrapped his
naked legs around the others waist. Attila
concentrated on Jacksons neck and
shoulders, teasing him about the areas
Attila knew caused the most pleasure.
Jackson couldnt help but moan in pleasure
at the expert way his centuries-old lover
toyed with him so quickly. Unspoken, both
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acknowledged that Jackson belonged to
Attila, in body if not in more.Jackson was
already hard, but when Attila felt around
his briefs and wrapped his hand around his
cock, he got even more turned on. The thin
material of his briefs was already damp
with precum, which was an intoxicating
smell for Attila. Wanting more contact and
not willing to wait, Jackson pushed himself
toward Attila, inviting him to sample more
of the mans feel and aroma. Very quickly
Attila had pulled Jacksons cock through the
gap in his briefs, and Attila stroked it
lovingly, getting precum over his hand, and
driving the human wild with lust. Attila
relished the power and control he so clearly
held over this man in the prime of his life,
ordinarily such a dominant force in the rest
of his life. Someone who could charm
anyone, have anyone he wanted had
forsaken others to serve him, and it the
effect of that sacrifice was not lost on
Attila. Having the ability to pleasure him
like this so easily was gravy on top. Lying
above him, Attila had trouble turning him
around and thrusting into him right there,
but centuries of sex with so many partners
had
tempered
his
patience.------WARNING: This 3000+
word paranormal erotic short story contains
graphic consensual dominant/submissive
sex between a man and a male vampire.
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